choices to control bears

black bear hunting and trapping is very popular in north america. several different methods are used to harvest bears in wi ,such as bait hunting still hunting ,dogs,and others. problem bears near populated areas or areas with multiple landowners are difficult to harvest with some of these methods. trapping may be an answer. be it resolved that th WDNR, WCC, NRB work together to research and develope a plan on using foothold traps to manage bears in wi

would you favor using traps to manage bears in wisconsin
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.